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What is Exactly?
Exactly is a free and open source application that is easy-to-use for remotely
and safely transferring any digital data from a sender to a recipient.
Exactly allows recipients to create customized metadata templates for senders
to fill out before submission. Exactly can send email notifications with transfer
data and manifests when files have been delivered to the archive.
So, what is in an Exactly BagIt file?

Exactly creates a bag of checksums, manifest, bag info, and the images you
digitally preserved under “data.” By using Exactly, this allows Fixity to run the
checksums created against the digital collections to make sure the collections
are holding their integrity. By holding their integrity, this means that they are not
becoming corrupt, or changing. This allows us to make sure that items will be
seen the same in 50 years as they are today.
This will serve as a guide on how to run the Exactly software. If you have any
questions during the process, please contact Exactly:
https://www.weareavp.com/contact/
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Email Settings - Admin Menu (important)
Administrative settings should be created by the receiving entity and included in
preset configurations. If the receiving entity has not provided settings in the
preset configurations, see below.
Email Settings
•

•

Enter in email “send” settings in order for email notifications to be sent.
You may need to consult your email provider for appropriate settings for
sending email from the application.
The “Email Notifications” checkbox must be enabled in order for
notifications to be automatically sent by Exactly.

You may have to adjust your security settings on your email account (for
example with Gmail) in order to allow third party applications to send email on
your behalf.
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The white box will let you know if something was successful or not. Reminder,
the server settings that come preset work well with Gmail, however will need to
be adjusted for library emails.
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Package Delivery
Here is where you will provide basic (required) package delivery information or
package-level metadata in order to successfully transfer your files. Consult with
the archive or other receiving entity on appropriate conventions and
destinations.
First, make sure that you have selected the “Deliver” tab.
1. Title: You must provide a title for your package. Example: Shawano
2. Source Locate the file that you would like to transfer by clicking “Browse.”
3. Destination: Where you want the Bag to be located. For example, moving a
digital collection from a computer, to an external hard drive.

4. Before hitting transfer, add any metadata that is applicable.
5. Transferring files: Using Exactly to transfer files is easy. Once you have the
application configured, and your metadata is complete, all you have to do is to
press the “transfer” button in the Transfer Quad (upper right).
-The status bar and log (right) will tell you the status of your transfer.
-When your transfer completed, the log will indicate “transfer completed
successfully.”
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6. Email notification of successful transfer.

Within the email notification, you will also get the manifest for the Bag. This also
can be found within the Bag you created.

